In the Mind of a Dark Elf

Evil, like chaos, is one of the fundamental forces of Creation, manifest in both the
macrocosm of the wide world and the microcosm of the individual soul. As chaos gives rise
to possibility and imagination, so evil engenders strength and will. It makes sentient beings
aspire to wealth and power. It enables them to subjugate, kill, rob, and deceive. It allows
them to do whatever is required to better themselves with never a crippling icker of
remorse.
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It was a icker of clarity in the foggy realm of shadowy chaos, where nothing was quite what i
seemed, and everything was inevitably more treacherous and dangerous. But this, the crystalline
glimmer of a single silken strand, shone brightly, caught her eye, and showed her all that it was
and all that would soon be, and all that she was and all that she would soon be.
The glimmer of light in the dark Abyss promised renewal and greater glory and made tha
promise all the sweeter with its hints of danger, mortal danger for a creature immortal by nature
That, too, was the allure, was, in truth, the greatest joy of the growth. The mother of chaos was
fear, not evil, and the enjoyment of chaos was the continual fear of the unknown, the shifting
foundation of everything, the knowledge that every twist and turn could lead to disaster.
It was something the drow had never come to fully understand and appreciate, and she
preferred that ignorance. To the drow, the chaos was a means for personal gain; there were no
straight ladders in the tumult of drow life for one to climb. But the beauty was not the ascent, she
knew, if they did not. The beauty was the moment, every moment, of living in the swirl of the
unknown, the whirlpool of true chaos.
So this, then, was a movement forward, but within that movement, it was a gamble, a risk tha
could launch the chaos of her world to greater heights and surprises. She wished she could remain
more fully conscious to witness it all, to bask in it all.
But no matter. Even within, she would feel the pleasure of their fear, the hunger of their
ambition.
That glimmer of the silk edge, cutting the gray perpetual fog of the swirling plane, brought a
singular purpose to this creature of shifting whims and reminded her that it was time, was pas
time.
Never taking her gaze o that glimmer, the creature turned slowly, winding herself in the single
strand. The first strand of millions.
The start of the metamorphosis, the promise.

chapter

ONE

Gromph Baenre, Archmage of Menzoberranzan, icked a long, obsidian-skinned nger. H
o ce door, a black marble rectangle incised all over with lines of tiny runes, swun
noiselessly shut and locked itself.
At least certain that no one could see him, the drow wizard rose from the white bone desk
faced the back wall, and swirled his hands in a complex pattern. A second doorway opened i
the stippled calcite surface.
His dark elf vision unimpaired by the lack of light, Gromph stepped into the blackne
beyond the new exit. There was no oor there to receive his tread, and for a moment he fel
then he invoked the power of levitation granted by the House Baenre insignia brooch that h
was never without. He began to rise, oating up a featureless shaft. The cool air tingled an
prickled against his skin as it always did, and it also carried a rank, unpleasant smel
Evidently one of the creatures native to this peculiar pseudoplane of existence had bee
nosing around the conduit.
Sure enough, something rattled above his head. The rank smell was suddenly stronge
pungent enough to make his scarlet eyes water and sting his nose.
Gromph looked up. At rst he saw nothing, but then he discerned a vague ovoid shape i
the darkness.
The archmage wondered how the beast had gotten inside the shaft. Nothing ever ha
before. Had it torn a hole in the wall, oozed through like a ghost, or done something strange
still? Perhaps—
It plummeted at him, putting an end to his speculations.
Gromph could have e ortlessly blasted the creature with one of his wands, but h
preferred to conserve their power for genuine threats. Instead, he coolly dismissed the forc
of levitation lifting his body and allowed himself to drop back down the shaft. The fall woul
keep him away from the beast for long enough to cast a spell, and he didn’t have to worr
about hitting the ground. In this reality, there was no ground.
The bejeweled and sigil-adorned Robes of the Archmage flapping around him, he snatched
vial of venom from his pocket, set it alight with a spurt of ame from his ngertip, an
recited an incantation. On the nal syllable, he thrust his arm at the creature, and a glob o
black, burning liquid erupted from his fingertips.
Propelled by magic, the blazing uid hurtled straight up the shaft to splash against th
descending predator. The creature emitted a piercing buzz that was likely a cry of pain.

oundered in the air, bouncing back and forth against the walls as it fell. Its body sizzled an
bubbled as the spattered acid ate into it, but it resumed diving in a controlled manner.
Gromph was mildly impressed. A venom bolt would kill most creatures, certainly most o
the petty vermin one encountered in the empty places between the worlds.
Manipulating an empty cocoon, he cast another spell. The beast’s body crumpled an
folded into itself, and for a heartbeat, it was a helplessly tumbling mouse—then it swelle
and rippled back into its natural form.
All right, thought Gromph, then I’ll cut you up.

He prepared to conjure a hail of blades, but at that moment, the creature accelerated.
Gromph had no idea the creature could descend any faster than it had hitherto, and h
wasn’t prepared for the sudden burst of speed. The creature closed the distance between them
in an instant, until it was hovering right in his face.
It had the melted or un nished look common to many such beings. Rows of blank litt
eyes and a writhing proboscis sat o center in its bump of a head, only vaguely di erentiate
from its rubbery blob of a body. The monster possessed no wings, but it was ying—th
goddess only knew how. Its legs were the most articulate part of it. Ten thin, segmente
members terminated in barbed hooks, which lashed at Gromph again and again and again.
As he expected, the frenzied scratching failed to harm him. The enchantments woven int
Gromph’s piwafwi—not to mention a ring and an amulet—armored him at least as well as
suit of plate. Still, it irked him that he had allowed the beast to get so close, and he felt mor
irritated still when he noticed that the creature’s exertions were inging tiny smokin
droplets of his own conjured acid onto his person.
He growled a nal spell and snatched hold of the malodorous predator, seizing handfuls o
the blubber on its torso. Instantly the magic began its work. Strength and vitality owed int
him, and he cried out at the shocking pleasure of it.
He was drinking his adversary’s very life, much as a vampire might have done. The yin
creature buzzed, thrashed, and became still. It withered, cracked, and rotted in his grasp
Finally, when he was certain he’d sucked out every vestige of life, he shoved it away.
Focusing his will, he arrested his fall and drifted upward again. After a few minutes, h
spied the opening at the top of the shaft. He oated through, grabbed a convenient handrai
pulled himself over onto the oor of the workroom, then allowed his weight to return. H
vestments rustled as they settled around him.
The large circular chamber was in most respects a part of the tower of Sorcere—the schoo
of wizardry over which the Archmage presided—but Gromph was reasonably certain tha
none of the masters of Sorcere suspected its existence, accustomed to secret and magic
architecture though they were. The place, lit by everlasting candles like the o ce below, wa
well nigh undetectable, even unguessable, because its tenant had set it a little apart from
normal space and conventional time. In some subtle respects it existed in the distant past, i
the days of Menzoberra the Kinless, founder of the city, and in another way, in the remot
and unknowable future. Yet on the level of gross mortal existence, it sat rmly in th
present, and Gromph could work his most clandestine magic there secure in the knowledg
that it would a ect the Menzoberranzan of today. It was a neat trick, and sometimes h

almost regretted killing the seven prisoners, master mages all, who had helped him build th
place in exchange, they imagined, for their freedom. They had been genuine artists, but ther
was no point in creating a hidden refuge unless one ensured it would remain hidden.
Dusting a few specks and smears of the ying vermin from his nimble hands, Gromp
moved to the section of the room containing an extensive collection of wizard’s tool
Humming, he selected a spiral-carved ebony sta from a wyvern’s-foot stand, an onyx
studded iron amulet from its velvet-lined box, and a wickedly curved athame from a rack o
similar ritual knives. He sni ed several ceramic pots of incense before nally selecting, as h
often did, the essence of black lotus.
As he murmured a invocation to the Abyssal powers and lit a brazen censor with the tam
little flame he could conjure at will, he hesitated. To his surprise, he found himself wonderin
if he truly wanted to proceed.
Menzoberranzan was in desperate straits, even though most of her citizens hadn’t ye
realized it. In Gromph’s place, many another wizard would embrace the situation as a
unparalleled opportunity to enhance his own power, but the archmage saw deeper. The cit
had experienced too many shocks and setbacks in recent years. Another upheaval coul
cripple or even destroy it, and he didn’t fancy life in a Menzoberranzan that was merely
broken mockery of its former glory. Nor did he see himself as a homeless wanderer beggin
sanctuary and employment from the indi erent rulers of some foreign realm. He ha
resolved to correct the current problem, not exploit it.
Except I am about to exploit it in at least a limited way, aren’t I? he thought. Give in t
temptation and seize the advantage, even if so doing further destabilizes the alread
precarious status quo.
Gromph snorted his momentary and uncharacteristic misgivings away. The drow wer
children of chaos—of paradox, contradiction, and perhaps even perversity. It was the sourc
of their strength. So yes, curse it, why not walk in two opposite directions at the same time
When would he get another chance to so alter his circumstances?
He moved to one of the complex pentacles inlaid in gold on the marble oor and traced th
tip of the black sta along its curves and angles, sealing it. That done, he swept the athame i
ritual passes and chanted a rhyme that returned to its own beginning like a serpen
swallowing its tail. The cloying sweetness of black lotus hung in the air, and he could feel th
narcotic vapors lifting his consciousness into a state of almost painful concentration an
lucidity.
He lost all track of time, had no idea whether he’d been reciting for ten minutes or a
hour, but the moment nally came when he’d recited long enough. The netherspirit Berada
appeared in the center of the pentacle, seeming to jerk up out of the oor like a sh at th
end of an angler’s line.
His centuries of wizardry had rendered Gromph about as indi erent to ugliness an
grotesquerie as a member of his callous race could get, yet even he found Beradax a
unpleasant spectacle. The creature wore the approximate shape of a dark elf female o
perhaps a human woman, but her body was made of soft, wet, glistening eyeballs adherin
together. About half of them had the crimson irises characteristic of the drow, while the re

were blue, brown, green, gray—a miscellany of the colors commonly found in lesser races.
Her body owing, her shape warping, Beradax ung herself at her summoner. Fortunately
she couldn’t pass beyond the edge of the pentacle. She slammed into an unseen barrier with
wet, slapping sound, then rebounded.
Undeterred, she lunged a second time with the same lack of success. Her resentment an
malice in nite, she would spring a million times if left to her own devices. Gromph ha
caught her, trapped her, but something more was needed if they were to converse. He shove
the ritual dagger into his belly.
Beradax reeled. The eyeballs comprising her own stomach churned and shuddered. A fe
fell away from the central mass to fade and vanish in the air.

“Kill you!” she screamed, her shrill voice unnaturally loud, her gaping mouth a ording
shadowy glimpse of the eyeball bumps lining the interior. “I’ll kill you, wizard!”
“No, slave, you will not,” Gromph said. He realized the chanting and incense had parche
his throat, and he swallowed the dryness away. “You’ll serve me. You’ll calm yourself an
submit, unless you want another taste of the blade.”
“Kill you!”
Beradax sprang at him again and kept springing while he pulled the athame back and fort
through his abdomen. Finally she collapsed to her knees.
“I submit,” she growled
“Good.” Gromph extracted the athame. It didn’t leave a tear in his robes or in his esh
which was to say, the knife’s enchantments had worked precisely as expected, hurting th
demon rather than him.
Beradax’s belly stopped heaving and shaking.
“What do you want, drow?” the creature asked. “Information? Tell me, so I can discharg
my errand and depart.”
“Not information,” the dark elf said. He’d summoned scores of netherspirits over the pa
month, and none had been able to tell him what he wished to know. He was certain Berada
was no wiser than the rest. “I want you to kill my sister Quenthel.”
Gromph had hated Quenthel for a long time. She always treated him like some retaine
even though he too was a Baenre, a noble of the First House of Menzoberranzan, and th
city’s greatest wizard besides. In her eyes, he thought, only high priestesses deserved respect
His antipathy only intensi ed as the two of them attempted to advise their mother, Matro
Mother Baenre, the uncrowned queen of Menzoberranzan. Predictably, they’d disagreed o
every matter of policy from trade to war to mining and had vexed one another no end.
Gromph’s animus intensi ed still further when Quenthel became Mistress of Arach-Tinilith
the school for priestesses. The mistress governed the entire Academy, Sorcere included, an
thus Gromph had found himself obliged to contend with her—indeed, to su er her oversigh
—in this one-time haven as well.
Still, he might have endured Quenthel’s arrogance and meddling inde nitely, if not fo
their mother’s sudden and unexpected death.

Counseling the former matron mother had been more an honor than a treat. She generall
ignored advice, and her deputies were lucky if she let it go at that. Often enough, sh
responded to their suggestions with a torrent of abuse.
But Triel, Gromph’s other sister and the new head of House Baenre, had, over time, prove
to be a different sort of sovereign. Indecisive, overwhelmed by the responsibilities of her ne
office, she relied heavily on the opinions of her siblings.
That meant the archmage, though a “mere male,” could theoretically rule Menzoberranza
from behind the throne, and at long last order all things to please himself. But only if h
disposed of the matron’s other counselor, the damnably persuasive Quenthel, who continue
to oppose him on virtually every matter. He’d been contemplating her assassination for
long time, until the present situation afforded him an irresistible opportunity.
“You send me to my death!” Beradax protested.

“Your life or death are of no importance,” Gromph replied, “only my will matters. Stil
you may survive. Arach-Tinilith has changed, as you know very well.”
“Even now, the Academy is warded by all the old enchantments.”
“I’ll dissolve the barriers for you.”
“I won’t go!”
“Nonsense. You’ve submitted and must obey. Stop blathering before I lose my patience.”
He hefted the athame, and Beradax seemed to slump.
“Very well, wizard, send me and be damned. I’ll kill her as I will one day butcher you.”
“You can’t go quite yet. For all your bluster, you’re the lowliest kind of netherspirit, a gru
crawling on the oor of Hell, but tonight you’ll wear the form of a genuine demon, to mak
the proper impression on the residents of the temple.”
“No!”
Gromph lifted his sta in both hands and shouted words of power. Beradax howled i
agony as her mass of eyeballs flowed and humped into something quite different.
Afterward, Gromph descended to his office. He had an appointment with a different kind o
agent.

As Pharaun Mizzrym and Ryld Argith strolled through the cool air, fresher than that pen
up in Melee-Magthere, the latter looked about Tier Breche, realized he hadn’t bothered to se
foot outside in days, and rather wondered why, for the view was as spectacular as ever.
Tier Breche, home to the Academy since that institution’s founding, was a large caver
where the labor of countless spellcasters, artisans, and slaves had turned enormou
stalagmites and other masses of rocks into three extraordinary citadels. To the east ros
pyramidal Melee-Magthere, where Ryld and others like him turned callow young drow int
warriors. By the western wall stood the many-spired tower of Sorcere, where Pharaun and h
colleagues taught wizardry, while to the north crouched the largest and most imposing schoo
of all, Arach-Tinilith, a temple built in the eight-limbed shape of a spider. Inside, th

priestesses of Lolth, goddess of arachnids, chaos, assassins, and the drow race, trained dar
elf maidens to serve the deity in their turn.
And yet, magni cent as was Tier Breche, considered in the proper context, it was only
detail in a scene of far greater splendor. The Academy sat in a side cavern, a mere noo
opening partway up the wall of a truly prodigious vault. The primary chamber was two mile
wide and a thousand feet high, and filling all that space was Menzoberranzan.
On the cavern oor, castles, hewn like the Academy from natural protrusions of calcite
shone blue, green, and violet amid the darkness. The phosphorescent mansions served t
delineate the plateau of Qu’ellarz’orl, where the Baenre and those Houses nearly as powerfu
made their homes; the West Wall district, where lesser but still well-established nob
families schemed how to supplant the dwellers on Qu’ellarz’orl; and Narbondellyn, wher
parvenus plotted to replace the inhabitants of West Wall. Still other palaces, cut from
stalactites, hung from the lofty ceiling.
The nobles of Menzoberranzan had set their homes glowing to display their immensity
their graceful lines, and the ornamentation sculpted about their walls. Most of the carving
featured spiders and webs, scarcely surprising, Ryld supposed, in a realm where Lolth was th
only deity anyone worshiped, and her clergy ruled in the temporal sense as well as th
spiritual one.
For some reason, Ryld found the persistence of the motif vaguely oppressive, so he shifte
his attention to other details. If a drow had good eyes, he could make out the frigid depths o
the lake called Donigarten at the narrow eastern end of the vault. Cattle-like beasts calle
rothé and the goblin slaves who herded them lived on an island in the center of the lake.
And there was Narbondel itself, of course. It was the only piece of unworked ston
remaining on the cavern oor, a thick, irregular column extending all the way to the ceiling
At the start of every day, the Archmage of Menzoberranzan cast a spell into the base of i
heating it until the rock glowed. Since the radiance rose through the stone at a constant rat
its progress enabled the residents of the city to tell the time.
In their way, the Master of Melee-Magthere supposed, he and Pharaun were, if nowher
near as grand a sight as the vista before them, at least a peculiar one by virtue of th
contrasts between them. With his slender build, graceful manner, foppish, elegant attire, an
intricate coi ure, the Mizzrym mage epitomized what a sophisticated noble and wizar
should be. Ryld, on the other hand was an oddity. He was huge for a member of his se
bigger than many females, with a burly, broad-shouldered frame better suited to a brutis
human than a dark elf. He compounded his strangeness by wearing a dwarven breastplate an
vambraces in preference to light, supple mail. The armor sometimes caused others to eye him
askance, but he’d found that it maximized his e ectiveness as a warrior, and that, he’
always believed, was what really mattered.
Ryld and Pharaun walked to the edge of Tier Breche and sat down with their legs danglin
over the sheer drop-o They were only a few yards from the head of the staircase tha
connected the Academy with the city below, and at the top of those steps, beside the twi
pillars, a pair of sentries—last-year students of Melee-Magthere—stood watch. Ryld though
that he and Pharaun were distant enough for privacy if they kept their voices low.

Low, but not silent, curse it. Ever the sensualist, the mage sat savoring the panorama belo
him, obviously prolonging his contemplation well past the point where Ryld’s mouth ha
begun to tighten with impatience, and never mind that on the walk up, he’d admired the vie
himself.
“We drow don’t love one another, except in the carnal sense,” Pharaun remarked at las
“but I think one could almost love Menzoberranzan itself, don’t you? Or at least take
profound pride in it.”
Ryld shrugged. “If you say so.”
“You sound less than rhapsodic. Feeling morose again today?”

“I’m all right. Better, at least, now that I see you still alive.”
“You assumed Gromph had executed me? Does my o ense seem so grievous, then? Hav
you never annihilated a single specimen of our tender young cadets?”
“That depends on how you look at it,” Ryld replied. “Combat training is inherentl
dangerous. Accidents happen, but no one has ever questioned that they were acciden
occurring during the course of Melee-Magthere’s legitimate business. The goddess knows,
never lost seven in a single hour, two of them from Houses with seats on the Council. Ho
does such a thing happen?”
“I needed seven assistants with a degree of magical expertise to help me perform th
summoning ritual. Had I called upon full- edged wizards, they would have joined th
experiment as equal partners. They would have emerged from the ritual possessed of th
same newly discovered secrets as myself, equally able to conjure and control the Sartho
demon. Naturally I wished to avoid such a sharing, so I opted to use apprentices instead.”
Pharaun grinned and continued, “In retrospect, I must admit that it may not have been
good idea. The fiend didn’t even require seven heartbeats to smash them all.”
An updraft wafted past Ryld’s face, carrying the constant murmur of the metropolis below
He caught its scent as well, a complex odor made of cooking smoke, incense, perfume, th
stink of unwashed thralls, and a thousand other things.
“Why perform such a dangerous ritual in the first place?” he asked.
Pharaun smiled as if it was a silly question. Perhaps it was.
“To become more powerful, of course,” the wizard answered. “At present, I’m one of th
thirty most puissant mages in the city. If I controlled the Sarthos demon, I’d be one of th
five. Perhaps even the first, mightier than dreary old Gromph himself.”
“I see.”
Ambition was an essential part of the drow character, and Ryld sometimes envied Pharau
his still-passionate investment in the struggle for status. The warrior supposed that he himse
had achieved the pinnacle of his ambitions when he became one of the lesser masters o
Melee-Magthere, for certainly he, born a commoner, could never climb any higher. From tha
day forward, he’d stopped peering hungrily upward and concentrated on looking down, t
guard against all those who wished to kill him in hopes of ascending to his position.
Pharaun was a Master of Sorcere as Ryld was a Master of Melee-Magthere, but perhap
being of noble blood, Pharaun really did aspire to assassinate the formidable Gromph Baenr

and seize his o ce. Even if he didn’t, wizards, by the nature of their intricate and clandestin
art, maintained a rivalry that encompassed more than who was a master, who was chie
wizard in a great House, and who was neither. They also cared about such things as wh
could know the most esoteric secrets, could conjure the deadliest specter, or see most clearl
into the future. In fact, they cared so deeply that they occasionally sought to murder eac
other and plunder one another’s spellbooks even when such hostilities ran counter to th
interests of their Houses, severing an alliance or disrupting a negotiation.
“Now,” Pharaun said, reaching inside the elegant folds of his piwafwi and producing a silve
ask, “I’ll have to turn my back on the Sarthos demon for a while. I hope the poor behemot
won’t be lonely without me.”
He unscrewed the bottle, took a sip, and passed the container to Ryld.
Ryld hoped the ask didn’t contain wine or an exotic liqueur. Pharaun was forever pressin
such libations on him and insisting that he try to recognize all the elements that allegedl
blended together to create the taste, even though Ryld had demonstrated time and again tha
his palate was incapable of such a dissection.
He drank and was pleased to nd that for a change, the ask contained simple brandy
probably imported at some expense from the inhospitable world that lay like a rind atop th
Underdark, baking in the excruciating sunlight. The liquor burned his mouth and kindled
warm glow in his stomach.
He handed the brandy back to Pharaun and said, “I assume Gromph told you to leave th
entity alone.”
“In e ect. He assigned me another task to occupy my time. Should I succeed, the archmag
will forgive me my transgressions. Should I fail … well, I’ll hope for a nice beheading o
garroting, but I’m not so unrealistic as to expect anything that quick.”
“What task?”
“A number of males have eloped from their families, and not to a merchant clan or Brega
D’aerthe either but to an unknown destination. I’m supposed to find them.”
Pharaun took another sip, then offered the flask again.
“What did they steal?” asked Ryld, waving off the drink.
Pharaun smiled and said, “That’s a good guess, but you’re wrong. As far as I know, no on
walked o with anything important. You see, it isn’t just a few fellows from one particula
House. It’s a bunch of them from any number of homes, noble and common alike.”
“All right, but so what? Why does the Archmage of Menzoberranzan care?”
“I don’t know. He o ered some vague excuse of an explanation, but there’s something—
several somethings, belike—that he’s not telling me.”
“That’s not going to make your job any easier.”
“How true. The old tyrant did condescend to say that he isn’t the only one interested in th
fugitives’ whereabouts. The priestesses are equally concerned, but that emphatically did no
make them want to join forces with Gromph. Matron Mother Baenre herself ordered him t
drop the matter.”

“Matron Baenre,” said Ryld. “I like this less with every word you speak.”
“Oh, I don’t know. Just because Triel Baenre rules all Menzoberranzan, and I’m about t
out her express wishes … Anyway, the archmage says he can no longer investigate th
disappearances himself. Seems the ladies have their eyes on him, but, lucky me, I am not s
burdened.”
“That doesn’t mean you’re going to nd the missing males. If they ed the city, they coul
be anywhere in the Underdark by now.”
“Please,” said Pharaun with a grin, “you don’t have to try to cheer me up. Actually, I’m
going to start looking in Eastmyr and the Braeryn. Apparently some of the runaways wer
last sighted in those déclassé vicinities, and perhaps they linger there still. Even if they d
intend to depart Menzoberranzan, they may still be making preparations for the journey.”

“If they’ve already decamped,” Ryld said, “you might at least nd a witness who can at te
you what tunnel they took. It’s a sensible plan, but I can think of another. It’s reckless t
gamble your life when you don’t even understand the game. You could ee Menzoberranza
yourself. With your wizardry, you’re one of the few people capable of undertaking such
dangerous trek alone.”
“I could try,” Pharaun said, “but I suspect Gromph would track me down. Even if he didn’
I would have lost my home and forfeited the rank I worked my whole life to earn. Woul
you give up being a master just to avoid a spot of danger?”
“No.”
“Then you understand my predicament. I imagine you’ve also gured out why I called o
you today.”
“I think so.”
“Of course you have. Whatever it is that’s truly transpiring, my chances of surviv
improve if I have a comrade to watch my back.”
Ryld scowled. “You mean, a comrade willing to defy the express will of Matron Mothe
Baenre and risk running afoul of the Archmage of Menzoberranzan as well.”
“Quite, and by a happy coincidence you have the look of a drow in need of a break from
his daily routine. You know you’re bored to death. It’s painful to watch you grouch your wa
through the day.”
Ryld pondered for a moment, then said, “All right. Maybe we’ll nd out something we ca
turn to our advantage.”
“Thank you, my friend. I owe you.” Pharaun took a drink and held out the ask again
“Have the rest. There’s only a swallow left. We seem to have guzzled the whole pint in just
few minutes, though that scarcely seems possible, refined, genteel fellows that we—”
Something crackled and sizzled above their heads. Waves of pressure beat down on them
Ryld looked up, cursed, scrambled to his feet, and drew a dagger, meanwhile wishing he
strapped on his weapons before stepping outside Melee-Magthere.
Pharaun rose in a more leisurely fashion.
“Well,” he said, “this is interesting.”

chapter

TWO

Scourge of vipers writhing in her hand, soft, thin gown whispering, Quenthel Baenre, Mistre
of Arach-Tinilith, prowled about, glaring at the younger females standing huddled in th
center of the candlelit, marble-paneled room. She always had a knack for striking fear int
the hearts of those who displeased her, and these students were no exception. Some tremble
or appeared to be biting back tears, and even the sullen, fractious ones refused to look her i
the eye.
Enjoying their apprehension, Quenthel prolonged her silent inspection until it was surel
on the verge of becoming unbearable, then she cracked the whip. Some of her startled pupi
gasped and jumped.
As the ve long black- and crimson-banded vipers that comprised the lashes of the whi
rose twisting and probing from the adamantine handle, Quenthel said, “All your lives, you
mothers have told you that when a student ascends to Tier Breche, she remains her
sequestered from the city below, for ten years. On the day you entered the Academy, I tol
you the same thing.”
She stalked up to one of the students trapped at the front of the group, Gaussra Kena n
slightly plump and round-faced, with teeth as black as her skin. Responding to Quenthel
unspoken will, the whip snakes explored the novice’s body, gliding over its contours, tongue
ickering. The Mistress of Arach-Tinilith could see Gaussra straining mightily not to recoil fo
fear that it would provoke the reptiles into striking.
“So you did know,” Quenthel purred, “didn’t you?”
“Yes,” Gaussra gasped. “I’m sorry. Please, take the snakes away!”
“How impertinent of you. You and these others have forfeited the right to ask me fo
anything. You may kiss her.”
The last statement was addressed to the serpents, and they responded instantly, drivin
their long fangs into cheek, throat, shoulder, and breast. Gaussra collapsed—fully expectin
to fall into a seizure, mouth foaming, her own blackened incisors chewing her purple tongue
Shaking from the sting of the bites, Gaussra sat on the oor, very much alive; her terro
was apparent, her humiliation complete.
“You will return to your House,” Quenthel said, relishing the look on Gaussra’s face as th
true meaning of that statement sank in. “If you come that close to my scourge again, th
vipers will allow their venom to flow.”
Quenthel stepped away from Gaussra, who scrambled to her feet and ran from th

chamber.
“You all knew what was expected of you,” she said to the rest of the novices, “but yo
tried to sneak home anyway. In so doing, you have o ered an a ront to the Academy, t
your own families, to Menzoberranzan, and to Lolth herself!”
“We just wanted to go for a little while,” said Halavin Symryvvin, who seemed to carr
half of her insigni cant House’s paltry wealth in the form of the gaudy, gold ornamen
hanging about her person. “We would have come back.”
“Liar!” shouted Quenthel, eliciting a flinch.

Rearing, the whip vipers echoed the cry.
“Liar!”
“Liar!”
“Liar!”
In other circumstances, Quenthel might have smiled, for she was proud of her weapon
Many priestesses possessed a whip of fangs, but hers was something special. The snakes wer
venomous and likewise possessed a demonic intelligence and the power of speech. It was th
last magical tool she’d crafted before everything turned to dung.
“Oh, you would have returned,” she continued, “but only because your mothers woul
have sent you back or else killed you for shaming them. They have sense enough to cleave t
the sacred traditions of Menzoberranzan even if their degenerate offspring do not.
“Your mothers wouldn’t mind if I slaughtered you, either. They’d thank me for wipin
clean the honor of their Houses. But Lolth desires new priestesses, and, despite a
appearances to the contrary, it is remotely possible that one or two of you are worthy t
serve. Therefore I will give you one more chance. You won’t die today. Instead you wi
sever a nger from each of your hands and burn them before the altar of the goddess to be
her forgiveness. I’ll ring for a cleaver and a chopping block.”
Quenthel surveyed their stricken faces, enjoying the sickly, shrinking fear. She would enjo
watching the actual mutilations as well. The most amusing part might be when a novice ha
already cut one hand, and had to employ it, throbbing and streaming blood, to maim th
other….
“No!”
Surprised by the outburst, Quenthel peered to see who had spoken. The mass of would-b
truants obliged her by dividing in the center, opening a lane to the willowy female standin
in the back. It was Drisinil Barrison Del’Armgo, she of the sharp nose and green eyes, whom
Quenthel had from the rst suspected of instigating the mass elopement. Somehow the lon
legged novice had smuggled a sizable dagger, more of a short sword really, into th
disciplinary session. She held it ready in a low guard.
Quenthel reacted as would any dark el n the same situation. She yearned to accept th
challenge and kill the other female, felt the need like a sensual tension pressing for a
explosive release. Either responding to her surge of emotion or else themselves vexed b
Drisinil’s temerity, the whip vipers reared and hissed.
The problem was that, despite Quenthel’s assertions to the contrary, the students were no

altogether devoid of importance. They were the raw but valuable ore sent to the Academy t
be re ned and hammered into useful implements. No one would fret over a few amputate
pinkies, but the matron mothers did expect that, for the most part, their children woul
survive their education, an assumption the idiot Mizzrym renegade had already called int
question. True, Pharaun had only lost males, but still, by any sensible reckoning, he had use
up the school’s quota of allowable deaths for several years to come.
At this juncture it would be a poor idea for Quenthel to kill any student, certainly a scio
of the powerful Barrison Del’Armgo. Quenthel didn’t want to stir up discord between th
Academy and the noble Houses when Menzoberranzan already perched on the brink o
dissolution.
Besides, she was a bit concerned that the other failed runaways might take it into the
heads to jump into the fight on their ringleader’s side.
Quenthel quieted the vipers with a thought, xed Drisinil with her steeliest stare, and said
“Think.”
“I have thought,” Drisinil retorted. “I’ve thought, why should we spend ten years of ou
lives cooped up on Tier Breche when there’s nothing for us here?”
“There is everything for you here,” said Quenthel, maintaining the pressure of her gaz
“This is where you learn to be all that a lady of Menzoberranzan must be.”
“What? What am I learning?”
“At the moment, patience and submission.”
“That’s not what I came for.”
“Evidently not. Consider this, then. All the priestesses of Menzoberranzan are currentl
playing a game, and the object of the game is to convince others that nothing is amiss. If
student leaves Arach-Tinilith prematurely, as none has ever done since the founding of th
city, that will seem peculiar, a hint that all is not as it ought to be.”
“Perhaps I don’t care about the game.”
“Your mother does. She plays as diligently as the rest of us. Do you think she will welcom
you home if you jeopardize her efforts?”
Drisinil’s emerald eyes blinked, the rst sign that Quenthel’s stare was unsettling her. “I …
yes, certainly she would!”
“You, a traitor to your House, your city, your sex, and the goddess herself?”
“The goddess—”
“Don’t say it!” Quenthel snapped. “Or your life ends, and your soul is bound to tormen
forevermore. I speak not only as Mistress of Arach-Tinilith, but as a Baenre. You remembe
Baenre, Barrison Del’Armgo? We are the First House, and you, merely the Second. Even
you should succeed in departing Arach-Tinilith, even if your gross and uncouth dam should b
so unwise as to accept you back into that hovel you Del’Armgo call a home, you will no
survive the month. My sister Triel, Matron Mother Baenre, will personally attend to you
destruction.”
It was no less than the truth. There was no love lost between the two Baenre sisters, bu

when it came to maintaining the supremacy of their House, they supported one anothe
absolutely.
Drisinil swallowed and lowered her eyes a hair. “Mistress, I mean no disrespect. I just don
want to mutilate myself.”
“But you will, novice, and without any further delay. You really have no other option …
and isn’t it convenient, you already have a knife in your grasp.”
Drisinil swallowed again, and, her dagger hand shaking a little, brought the blade int
position to saw at her little nger. Quenthel thought the procedure might go easier if th
novice walked a few steps and braced her pinkie atop the nearby table, but apparently sh
was taking “without any further delay” quite literally, and that was ne with the hig
priestess. In her imagination, she was already savoring the rst slice when a blare like a sou
note blasted from a hundred glaur horns split the air.

For an instant, Quenthel faltered, not frightened but disoriented. She had been told wha
this ugly noise was but had expected never to actually hear it. To the best of her knowledg
no one ever had.
The priestesses of Menzoberranzan enjoyed a complex relationship with the inhabitants o
the Abyss. Some infernal entities were the knights or handmaidens of Lolth, and durin
worship were venerated as such, but on other occasions the clerics did not scruple to snar
spirits with their summoning spells and compel them to do their bidding. Sometimes th
creatures stalked the physical plane of their own volition, slaughtering any mortal wh
crossed their path, not excepting the drow, who were by some accounts their kindred.
The founders of the Academy had shielded Tier Breche in general and Arach-Tinilith i
particular with enchantments devised to keep out any spirit save those the occupants saw
to welcome. Countless generations of priestesses had deemed those wards impregnable, but
the ear-splitting alarm told true, the barriers were falling one by one.
The blare seemed to be coming from the south. The pleasures of chastisement forgotten
Quenthel ran in that direction past countless chapels, altars, and icons of Lolth in both he
dark elf and spider forms; past the classrooms where the faculty gave instruction in dogm
ritual, divine magic, torture, sacri ce, and all the other arts the novices needed to learn
Their books, chalkboards, and whimpering, half-dissected slave victims forgotten, some of th
teachers and students appeared on the brink of venturing out to investigate the alarm, whi
others still looked startled and confused.
The blaring stopped. Either the demon had given up attempting to force its way in, or els
it had breached every single ward. Quenthel suspected the latter was the case, and when th
screaming started, she knew she was right.
“Do you know what’s breaking through?” she panted.
“No,” hissed Yngoth, perhaps the wisest of the whip vipers. “The intruder has shielde
itself from the Sight.”
“Wonderful.”
The echoing cries led Quenthel into a spacious candlelit hall lled with towering blac
marble sculptures of spiders, set there to make the temple’s entryway as impressive a

possible. The battered valves of the great adamantine double door in the curved south wa
gaped crookedly, half o their hinges, a ording a glimpse of the plateau outside. Severa
priestesses lay battered and insensible on the oor. For a moment, Quenthel couldn’t mak
out what had caused the mess, then the culprit scuttled across her eld of vision towar
another hapless servant of Lolth.
The intruder was a gigantic spider bearing a close resemblance to the gleaming blac
effigies around it, and upon seeing it, Quenthel scowled at an unfamiliar and unwelcome pan
of doubt.
On the one hand, the demon, if that was what it truly was, was attacking her pupils an
sta , but on the other, it was a kind of spider, sacred to Lolth. Perhaps it was even he
emissary, sent to punish the weak and heretical. Maybe Quenthel should simply step asid
and permit it to continue its rampage.
It sensed her somehow, turned, and rushed toward her as if it had been looking for her a
along.
Though many spiders possessed several eyes, this one, she observed, was exception
beyond the point of deformity. The head behind the jagged mandibles was virtually nothin
but a mass of bulging eyes, and a scatter of others opened here and there about the creature
shiny black bulb of a body.
Its peculiarities notwithstanding, the spider’s manifest hostile intent resolved Quenthel
uncertainty in an instant. She would kill the freakish thing.
The question was, how? She did not feel weak—she never had and never would—but sh
knew it was scarcely the optimal time for her to ght such a battle. On top of any othe
disadvantages, she wasn’t even wearing her mail tunic or piwafwi. She rarely did within th
walls of Arach-Tinilith. For the most part, her minions feared her too much to attempt a
assassination, and she had always been con dent that she wouldn’t need armor to disappoin
any who did not.
As she backed away from the charging spider, her slim, gleaming obsidian hands opene
the pouch at her belt, extracted a roll of vellum, and unrolled it for her scrutiny, all wit
practiced ease and likewise with a certain annoyance, for the magical scroll was a treasur
and she was about to use it up. But it was necessary, and the parchment was scarcely the onl
magical implement hoarded within those walls.
Rapidly, but with perfect rhythm and pronunciation, she read the verses, the golde
characters vanishing from the page as she spoke the words. Dark, heatless ame leaped from
the vellum to the oor and shot across that polished surface faster than a wild r
propagating itself across a stand of dead, dry fungus, de ning a path that led from herself t
the demon.
The black con agration washed over the demon’s dainty bladed feet. It should also hav
driven the many-eyed creature helplessly backward, but it didn’t. The arachnid kept comin
nimbly as before, which was to say, considerably faster than the best effort of a drow.
“The spirit has defenses against the magic!” cried K’Sothra, perhaps the least intelligent o
the whip vipers and certainly the one most inclined to belabor the obvious.
Quenthel wouldn’t have time to attempt another spell before the spider reached her, no

could she outrun it. She would have to out-maneuver it instead. Dropping the useless sheet o
parchment, she turned and dived beneath the belly of one of the statues. Unless it had th
power to shrink or shapeshift, the invader wouldn’t be able to negotiate the same low space.
She slid on the oor, rubbing her elbows hot. One of the snakes cursed foully when i
scaly, wedge-shaped head rapped against the stone. She rolled over and saw that she had onl
bought herself a moment. No, the demon couldn’t slip under the statue but, clustered eye
glaring, it was rapidly clambering over the top of it. Up close, it had a foul, carrion smell.
Quenthel knew that if she permitted the spider to pounce down on her, the monster woul
hold her down and snip her apart with its mandibles. She sprang to her feet and swung he
whip.
The vipers twisted in ight to bring their fangs to bear. Those poisonous spikes plunge
deep and ripped downward, tearing gashes in some of the demon’s bulging, clustered eye
before yanking free. The organs gushed fluid and collapsed, and the serpents thrashed in joy.
Quenthel could feel their exultation through the psionic link they shared, but she knew
was premature. The spider had plenty of other eyes, and the stroke had only balked it for a
instant. It was still going to spring.
Though caught without certain of her protections, Quenthel was at least wearing th
necklace of dull black pearls. She reached up, slipped one of the enchanted beads from th
specially crafted fine gold chain, and threw it at the spider.
White light blazed around her, seemingly emanating from all directions at once. Thanks b
to Lolth, this time her magic had an e ect. The spider slipped and oundered. Encased in a
invisible sphere of magical force it thrashed about in panic. The explosion had opened horri
sores that speckled the creature’s body. Unfortunately, it seemed able to ignore whateve
pain those wounds caused it and continued scratching at the restraining sphere. Blue-whit
sparks ashed at the tips of its feet, and Quenthel knew it was using more than brute forc
and panic to break free.
Speak to me, Quenthel thought, sure the words would be heard in the spider’s mind. She fe
a connection, but a tenuous one, perhaps attenuated by the sphere of force.
The sphere faded as Quenthel swung the whip again, trying to smash through the creature
hideous visage and into the brain that presumably lay behind it.
The spider sprang away as explosively as one of its tiny jumping cousins, arcing high an
landing at the far end of the chamber behind a rank of sculptures. The spirit scuttled throug
the shadows, and even though Quenthel was watching intently, in another second she lo
track of it.
Where are you? she sent.
The reply was a burst of anger from the creature no mere words could convey. Quenth
gave up trying to communicate with it, though if it was a servant of Lolth, it should respon
to her.
“You could get out now, Mistress,” said Hsiv, the rst imp Quenthel had bound inside
whip viper. “From over there, it couldn’t reach you before you run out the door.”
“Nonsense!” she snapped. “The brute disrupted my Academy, threatened my person, and
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